
 

 

 

 

 Week ending: 27.11.20 

 

Classes Name                 Reason 

FCQ Isabella For just being such a superstar all week. Her phonics 

work has been wonderful and she has also demonstrated 

this in her great writing about Goldilocks. We’d also like 

to recognise her amazing singing during our Nativity 

singalong practises. Well done Isabella :)  

FCC Kane For working incredibly hard throughout this week. Kane 

has had an incredible week this week and has improved 

massively in his phonics, writing AND Maths. We are all 

super proud and impressed Kane, well done! 

1GC Olivia For being a superstar in maths this week. 

Fantastic doubling with the numicon and super 

presentation.  

Well done Olivia 

1AW Danielle For being a super always child.  Danielle is always on 

task, always polite, always helpful, always friendly, 

always enjoying her work. 

2CB Elliott Elliott has tried exceptionally hard in lessons this week.  

He has had some fantastic ideas that he has shared in 

class and worked very well when we were learning about 

Captain James Cook!  

2BP Alvia For beautiful handwriting and presentation in her work 

this week.  Alvia showed lots of care and effort during 

this week’s handwriting session and, more importantly, 

she transferred it into other pieces of work too.  Well 

done Alvia! 

3CC Joey For working really hard to improve on his behaviour this 

week. Joey has made some really good choices, has kept 

away from trouble and remembered to raise his hand in 

lessons. He has also worked hard to produce some 

amazing rock themed artwork.  Well done Joey. Keep 

going. 

3SA Brooke Brooke this week has had a fantastic week! Her input in 

lessons this week has been amazing and she listens so 

carefully to instructions given to her. Her maths work 

this week has been amazing and Brooke has really 

challenged herself and is gaining better fluency with 

each week that passes - well done Brooke! 



4RD Natasha 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mantas  

Aiden 

Natasha has really shown the school value of friendship 

this week. She will always be the first person to check if 

someone is okay and offer her help where she can. She is 

just so kind and caring towards her friends in the class 

and always shows an enthusiasm for learning. Well done 

Natasha. 

TT Rockstars - Mantas is my most improved TT 

Rockstar, knowing a whole second off his time. Aiden is 

TT Rockstar star of the week, he worked so hard to 

become a support act. 

4LP  

Dexter 

 

 

 

 

Lily and Aston 

For showing a huge improvement in his reading skills. 

Dexter is now answering questions in full sentences and 

using the text to support his answers. He is also the king 

of origami after yesterday’s Thanksgiving Day. 

TT Rockstars - Aston has worked really hard to move 

from a Rock star to a Rock Legend. Lily has moved up 2 

levels from a Wannabe to a Busker. 

5NW Caitlyn For always trying her best, for being cheerful and  for 

being a great friend in class.  Well done you are an 

amazing ambassador for 5NW! 

5HL Camilla For developing a really positive attitude to her learning..  

She raises her hand to answer questions and is taking a 

real pride in the presentation of her work.  Well done 

Camilla. 

6SB Roland 
Roland is an always child.  He always works hard and he 

always does the right thing.  Most of all Roland listens to 

advice on how to improve his writing and he works hard 

to act upon it.  Already with his writing I can see huge 

improvements and I hope this continues.  Keep up the 

hard work! 

6SW Mat Mat has been working really hard this week and meeting 

his targets. A much better week , let’s keep working on 

these improvements . Well done 

 

Attendance:  (A) (B)  

 


